
ASSIGNMENT 3

McGill Classified Ads

COMP-202B, Winter 2012, All Sections

Due: March 19th, 2012 (23:30)

Please read the entire pdf before starting.

You must do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you must follow all the general
instructions and regulations for assignments. Graders have the discretion to deduct up to 10% of the value
of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations. These regulations are posted
on the course website. Be sure to read them before starting.

Part 1: 0 points
Part 2, Question 1: 20 points
Part 2, Question 2: 20 points
Part 2, Question 3: 60 points
Part 2, Question 4: 0 points

100 points total

It is very important that you follow the directions as closely as possible. The directions, while
perhaps tedious, are designed to make it as easy as possible for the TAs to mark the assignments by letting
them run your assignment through automated tests. While these tests will not determine your entire grade,
it will speed up the process significantly, which will allow the TAs to provide better feedback and not waste
time on administrative details. Plus, if the TA is in a good mood while he or she is grading, then that
increases the chance of them giving out partial marks :)
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Part 1 (0 points): Warm-up

Do NOT submit this part, as it will not be graded. However, doing these exercises might help you to do the
second part of the assignment, which will be graded. If you have difficulties with the questions of Part 1, then
we suggest that you consult the TAs during their office hours; they can help you and work with you through
the warm-up questions.

Some of these questions we haven’t yet gotten to in class as they rely on loops. The notes for loops are
posted currently and the notes for arrays will be posted shortly.

Warm-up Question 1 (0 points)
Write a class Vector. A Vector should consist of three private properties of type double: x,y, and z.
You should add to your class a constructor which takes as input 3 doubles. These doubles should be
assigned to x,y, and z. You should then write methods getX(), getY(), getZ(), setX(), setY(), and
setZ() which allow you to get and set the values of the vector.

Warm-up Question 2 (0 points)
Add to your Vector class a method calculateMagnitude() which returns a double representing the
magnitude of the vector. The magnitude can be computed by taking√

x2 + y2 + z2

Warm-up Question 3 (0 points)
Write a method scalarMultiply which takes as input a double[], and a double scale, and returns
void. The method should modify the input array by multiplying each value in the array by scale.
Question to consider: Would this approach work if we had a double as input instead of a double[]?

Warm-up Question 4 (0 points)
Write a method deleteElement which takes as input an int[] and an int target and deletes all
occurrences of target from the array. The method should return the new int[]. Question to consider:
Why is it that we have to return an array and can’t simply change the input parameter array as done
in the prior question?

Warm-up Question 5 (0 points)
Write the same method, except this time it should take as input a String[] and a String. What will
you have to do differently to make this method work because of it being a String instead of an int?
(Hint: Remember that String is a reference type)

Warm-up Question 6 (0 points)
Write a method that takes as input an int[] and returns a new int[] which is the same as the original
except it is now sorted in ascending order. One way to do this: First find the smallest element of the
array from 0 until the length -1 and put it into the 0th position of the array. Then find the smallest
element of the array from 1 until the length - 1 and put it into the 1st position. Then continue until
you’ve put all elements into their proper position.
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Part 2

The questions in this part of the assignment will be graded.

In this assignment, you will write several classes that are useful for implementing an online classified adver-
tisement webpage such as Craigslist. You will not be required to write a main method for this assignment,
although there is a suggested exercise of finishing the assignment with a main method afterwards (not for
credit.) Note that for this assignment, you may not use the library ArrayList as part of the purpose is to
essentially write our own ArrayList class. We’ll start looking at that shortly after in class.

Your code must at least compile with the test cases. If your code compiles with the test cases but
does not pass all the test cases, you will lose some points on the question, but it will be penalized as in other
mistakes–that is, you’ll lose a few points for the specific cases it fails, but that will be all. However, you’ll
lose significant points if it does not compile with the test cases since in this case your code would not have
passed any test cases. The reason for this requirement is the test cases will make things much easier for the
TAs to grade. If your code doesn’t even run with the test cases then it is difficult to grade. If you are
having trouble getting your code to compile with the test cases, please see an instructor or a
TA and they will help you!

Question 1: Defining a classified advertisement object (20 points)
In a file ClassifiedAdvertisement.java define a type ClassifiedAdvertisement. A ClassifiedAdvertisement
object should consist of the following non-static private properties:

• A private double price representing the price that the user is selling the advertisement for.

• An private int userId representing the userId of the user selling the product. This will be used
later on to get the contact information of the user.

• A private String name representing the name of the item the user is selling.

You should define the following methods:

• A constructor that takes as input 3 values, itemPrice, user, and itemName representing the 3
properties for the advertisement. It should set th three properties of the object price, userId, and
name to be equal to these three parameters.

• A method getPrice which returns a double representing the price.

• A method getUserId which returns an int representing the userId of the ad.

• A method getItemName which returns a String representing the name of the item.

It is not necessary (and nor should you) to add setters for these properties. The idea will be if you want
to modify a ClassifiedAdvertisement you will need to delete the original one and replace it with a
new one. This is a useful trick to avoid aliasing issues as we’ll see later on when we talk more about
references.

Before proceeding, you should add a main method to this class in which you instantiate an object using
the constructor and then call these methods to make sure the object is stored correctly. This method
will not be graded but it is useful to make sure that things work correctly. For example you might write:

public class ClassifiedAdvertisement.java
{

public static void main(String[] args)
{

//try to create a ClassifiedAdvertisement object
ClassifiedAdvertisement book = new ClassifiedAdvertisement(10.0, 1, "Comp 202 is cool!");
//make sure that the price of 10 is indeed stored.
System.out.println(book.getPrice());
//similar check to make sure that the userId of 1 as well as the itemname
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// is stored properly
.....

}

//properties of a ClassifiedAdvertisement
private double price;
.....
//methods that can act on a ClassifiedAdvertisement
......

}

Question 2: Defining a User (20 points)
In a file called User.java write a class User in which you define a new type. A User object will consist
of four non-static private properties:

• A String username representing the login name of a user.

• A String password representing the password of a user.

• A String email representing the email address of the user.

• A int userId representing an int that is unique to each user. That is, each user will have his or
her own, different id.

You should define a private static int nextId inside the class (but outside of any method). This
should be set to 0 when you create it. (Simply write the line private static int nextId = 0 at the
beginning of your class.)

You should also define several methods that act on these properties. These methods should NOT be
static.

• A constructor that takes as input a String loginName, a String initialPassword, and a a
String emailAddress. The constructor should assign to the username, password, and email
properties the values passed as input to the constructor. In addition it should assign the value of
the static property nextId to the non-static property userId. It should then add one to the nextId
static property.

• A method getUsername which takes nothing as input and returns a String representing the user-
name of the object the method was called upon.

• A method getEmail which takes nothing as input and returns a String representing the email
address of the object the method was called upon.

• A method getId which takes nothing as input and returns an int representing the userId of the
object the method was called upon.

• A method checkPassword which takes as input a String guess and returns a boolean. The
boolean should represent whether the String guess has the same contents as the String repre-
senting the user’s password.

• A method updatePassword which takes as input a String oldPassword and a String newPassword.
It should first check if oldPassword is the same as the User object password. If it matches, it should
update the password and return true. If it does not match, it should make no change and return
false.

Question 3: Managing the advertisements (60 points)
In a file ClassifiedManager.java you should define a type ClassifiedManager. A ClassifiedManager
object should consist of four private properties:

• A User[] users representing a list of all the Users in the system. As arrays can not be resized,
we will create a very large array and simply fill many of the values with null.
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• A ClassifiedAdvertisement[] advertisements representing a list of all the ClassifiedAdvertise-
ments in the system. Like the users array, this will initially be filled with all null values until we
create the users. When this array is filled, we will make a brand new array and copy the values
from the old one into the new one.

• An int numberUsers which will represent the number of non null users.

• An int numberAdvertisements which will represent the number of non null advertisements.

You should also declare a private static final int called MAXIMUM USERS outside of any method and
set this equal to 1000. This will represent the most number of users your system can handle at a time.
(If it becomes as big as Craigslist we can always update this number later!)

You should define a constructor that takes nothing as input. The constructor should do three things:

• Initialize the array users to be a new array with size MAXIMUM USERS.

• Initialize the array advertisements to be a new array with an initial size of 5.

• Initialize numberUsers and numberAdvertisements to each have the value of 0. These properties
will be used to keep track of how many users and how many advertisements are currently in the
system.

In addition to the constructor, you should write the following methods:

• A method addUser which takes as input three Strings, a username, a password, and an email.
The method should return a boolean. The method should first check to see if there exists a user
in users with a matching username. If there already exists a user with the same name, you should
return false. Otherwise, the method should create a new User object based on these inputs and add
it to the array users into the first free spot. It should then increment the counter numberUsers by
one and return true. Note that you may assume that numberUsers is always less than the constant
MAXIMUM USERS.

• A method updateUserInformation which takes as input a String username, a String oldPassword,
and a String newPassword and returns a boolean. It should look through the array users and
try to find a User with the same username passed in. If no such user exists, it should return false.

If such user exists, it should call the method updatePassword on that particular user, passing the
two password Strings as input. The method updateUserInformation should return true if the
update was successful and false otherwise. (Remember that the method updatePassword() will
return true or false based on whether the update was successful.)

• A method createAdvertisement which takes as input 4 things: a String username, a String
password, a String itemName, and a double price. It should return a boolean. The method
should first check to see if there is a User with a matching username and password, and if such a user
exists, the method should get the userid of the user and create a new ClassifiedAdvertisement
based on the userid, itemname, and price.

The method should next check if there is any space inside the array advertisements to put a
ClassifiedAdvertisements. That is, you should check if the array is full. If it is full, then you
should create a duplicate array which is twice as big as the original advertisements array, copy
all the values from advertisments into this duplicate array, and then set advertisements to be
equal to what had been the duplicate array.

Once you’ve found space in the array advertisements (either by finding it or by making it),
you should then add the new ClassifiedAdvertisement you created to the first free spot of
advertisements and increment by one the property numberAdvertisements.

The method should return a boolean representing whether the creation was successful or not. (It
is unsuccessful if the username and password don’t match.)
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• A method deleteAdvertisement which takes as input 3 things: a String username, a String
password, and a String itemname and returns a boolean. The method should first find the user
with matching username and password. If such a user does not exist, the method should return
false. If such a user does exist, then your method should look through the array advertisements
to find an add with a matching id for the user as well as a matching name to itemName. That is,
it should get the id of the user with matching username/password and look for any advertisement
with the name matching itemName and a userid matching the id. Remember that the userId does
NOT necessarily have the same id as the index. That is, inside the array users[] an element at
position i does not necessarily have the userId of i.

If such advertisement does not exist, the method should return false. If such an advertisement does
exist, then you should remove it from the array advertisements. The method should then
SHIFT all the subsequent values of the array advertisements over so that there are no
“holes” in the array. The method should then decrese the counter numberAdvertisements

For example, if the array advertisements originally had 5 non null values in it and the advertise-
ment to delete is at index 2 of the array, then you should move all elements after index two over
by one. Here that would mean the element that had originally been located at index 3 should now
be at index 2, the element that had originally been located at index 4 should be at index 3, and
the element at index 4 should now be null.

Note that you may assume that the same user is never selling the same product twice (for example
with different prices). That is, your method does not need to worry about the case that the user
has two advertisements with the same itemname where both would have to be deleted.

• A method advertisementToString which takes as input a ClassifiedAdvertisement and returns
a String representation of the advertisement. To do this, you should get the name and price of the
ClassifiedAdvertisement. You should also get the userid and then find the corresponding User
in the array users with the matching id and add his or her email to the String. You may assume
that such a user and advertisement exists.

For example, if the ClassifiedAdvertisement has the name Couch and price 10.00 and userid
100, the method should look up the email of the user with userid 100. If that user has, for example,
an email of crazyscammer@scams.com then the method should return a String that looks as follows:

ItemName: Couch; Price: 10.00; Email: crazyscammer@scams.com

• A method findAdvertisements which takes as input a String item and a double maxPrice and
returns a String[]. It should look through the array advertisements to find any advertisements
whose title matches the item name and whose price is less than or equal to maxPrice. It should
then call the advertisementToString method with that specific advertisement as input and return
a String[] with all matching advertisements (represented as Strings). If maxPrice is less than or
equal to zero, then the method should return all matching items. (If you want an extra challenge,
you may sort this array according to the price in ascending order as this makes the results more
relevant to a user, but this extra sorting would not be for credit.)

Question 4: Creating your classified advertisement program. (Not for credit but good practice!) (0 points)
Finally, you should define a class McGillClassified with one required main method. (You may add
more methods if you like.) The program should do the following:

• Create a ClassifiedManager object.

• Set up a loop that will continue to execute until the user selects the option to quit

• Inside this loop, you should first prompt the user with a menu of NUMBERED choices:

1. Create account

2. Create advertisement

3. Update password
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4. Search advertisements

5. Delete advertisement

6. Quit

• Using a Scanner, you should see which option the user has selected (based on the number they
typed) and then prompt the user to enter the necessary information. (For example, if they select
create account, you should prompt the user to enter a user name and a password. If they enter
create advertisement you should prompt the user to enter an item name, a userid, a password, and a
price). You should then call the appropriate method in ClassifiedManager to react accordingly and
then print information based on the result of the method call. In the case of SearchAdvertisements
you should print the entire String[] so that the user can view all the items.

Verifying your code

Run your code against the test programs to verify it. To do this, you should make sure that ClassifiedAdvertisement.java,
User.java, ClassifiedManager.java and AssignmentThreeTests.java are all in the same folder. To com-
pile with the test cases you will also need to add “skeleton” methods for each class before proceeding

Then, compile all of them together by typing

javac *.java

OR

javac User.java ClassifiedAdvertisement.java ClassifiedManager.java AssignmentThreeTests.java

In Eclipse, you should make sure that the two files are inside the same folder.

If the program does not compile, it means you are either missing a public method or one of the required
public methods does not take the correct arguments. Your code must compile with these test cases. If you
are not able to do so, you should ask a TA or instructor for help. After this, you may run the test program
by typing

java AssignmentThreeTests

As you are writing your code, you may want to test things immediately rather than waiting until you’ve
finished the assignment. In this case, a good thing to do is write the method headers and “skeleton methods”
with simple return expressions for the required methods. The test cases for the methods you have skeletons
of will still fail in most cases, but you’ll be able to run the test cases on the working ones.

What To Submit

User.java
ClassifiedAdvertisement.java
ClassifiedManager.java
Confession.txt (optional) In this file, you can tell the TA about any issues you ran into doing
this assignment. If you point out an error that you know occurs in your problem, it may lead
the TA to give you more partial credit. On the other hand, it also may lead the TA to notice
something that otherwise he or she would not.
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